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The recent article on the evacuation of pupils from ECGS to
Wales reminded me that there is another group of school
evacuees, i.e. those whose mothers were sent away from
North London to give birth,
hopefully avoiding both the Blitz
and the V1 rockets (Doodlebugs).
Mothers who attended the
Mothers’ Home in Clapton for prenatal care were sent off either to
Northamptonshire or, in my
mother’s case, Derbyshire, due to
the bomb damage caused to the
Home. Which is how I, and my
younger sister, came to be born in
Willersley Castle, near Matlock.
We were just two of the 4,200 war
babies born there, both from the
London area and locally, during
the period 1940-1946.
Checking the Bakewell Birth Registry, a number of names
seemed familiar: In my year, G. Kempston and D. Lovegrove
were both Willersley War babies, and the year above me has
J. Challis, C. Freer, L. Papworth, J. Ratty and P. Robinson

being some of the names I recognised. There are certainly
bound to be more for the 1940-1942 period.
Willersley is now an hotel and has
recently organised its first reunion
for War Babies, which was a huge
success, even attracting media
attention. They are hoping to
perhaps arrange more reunions in
the future. Although I missed the
March 2010 event, I did get there
in May, which was fascinating and
more emotional than I would have
thought.
So if there are any ECGS
Willersley War babes out there
who might be interested in seeing
their birthplace whilst still able
(it’s a fairly hilly area, being almost in the Peak District!) do
keep a check on the Castle’s website for a date in 2011, or
failing that call in for morning coffee or afternoon tea!!

Hilary Molyneux-Carter (nee Menzies)
(1955-1963)

My Swiss Penfriends by Verona Moore (nee Pettengell) (1950-1955)
I have just returned from a wonderful week in Switzerland, staying with two Swiss friends, a reunion after 14
years with constant letters during this time and updates on our families.
This friendship all started at Edmonton County School in 1953! One morning at assembly we were asked if
our parents would accommodate a Swiss child for two weeks during the Queen’s Coronation. My parents
reluctantly agreed, as we only lived in a small terraced house with an outside toilet and NO bathroom, and
they already had three teenage children and a new (surprise) baby!!!
Well, Beatrice, age 14 years, arrived from Switzerland with 30 other children at Edmonton Town Hall, with the Mayor in
attendance to welcome them. The group had the usual trips to London, and Beatrice joined us for the various celebratory street
parties. We had communication problems though as Beatrice spoke German and a little French and my French was very limited.
(I now wish that I had tried much harder with Miss Perkins our French teacher). My mother, who had never met a foreign
person at that time, spoke very loudly to Beatrice thinking that she would then understand her.
The following year I did the return trip to stay with Beatrice’s family in Lucerne and our friendship continued …. We met
occasionally, we exchanged wedding photos, new baby photos, and now grandchildren’s progress!
What a wonderful friendship over 57 years ……….THANK YOU.

P.S. Does anyone know the whereabouts of Jill Sharpe, Paris Guilder or Margaret Milton, all 1950-1955, if so please
contact me on verona.moore@btinternet.com.

Obituaries
JOHN CLIFFORD WILLIAMS
(lately BRADLEY WILLIAMS) (1937-1942)
Reported by his daughter Claire Prentice
My father sadly passed away on 15th February 2010 at home
in Taunton, having lost his wife Florence (Florrie) just 8
months previously.
John had a varied and eventful life, serving in the army, being
an engineer and spending time teaching, along with many
other avenues. Even until recently he would attend local
engineering meetings and go to London where, having been
brought up, he always would return to in some capacity.
He leaves 2 children and 3 grandchildren.

DEREK (DANNY) SLEEPER
Remembered by David Pennell
Danny passed away suddenly on 26th May
2010. I am not sure which years he
attended the school, but I seem to recall he
was two years below me, so I think he
might have joined in 1948/9. I attended his
funeral at Newgate Street Village church.
I hadn’t seen him for a year or so as he moved to the
Hammond Street, Cheshunt area, but I kept in touch via his
sister, who is a friend of my wife and I. I recall when he
joined the school he was tall and was a good footballer. He
served in the Irish Guards whilst on National Service and
retained a connection with them via the Irish Guards
Association. I don’t doubt other Old Eds will have other
recollections.

Patricia Long (1950-55) writes:
(Continued)
Miss Emery, who taught us English literature, was such a
lovely person and introduced us to Shakespeare with such
enthusiasm that we were left with a shared passion for his
works, although it was hard going at times. She also took a
special interest in any blossoming school romances and never
adopted a disapproving attitude toward them.
Since retiring in 2000 I have attended three reunions and was
so pleased to meet up again with Pam Menlove, Doreen
Oldham, Greg Hare, Ray Powell and Valerie Parker. Friends
Reunited has also proved to be a boon in finding information
about some of my other classmates and to putting me in
contact with Marjorie Webber, who I visited last year when
on holiday in Cornwall, where she now lives. Here is a photo
recording the happy occasion, each of us with our husbands.

In passing I feel I must mention that I had a chance meeting
with old pupil Sir Roy Strong a few years ago. My husband
and I were coming home from a visit to Wales and were
changing trains at Newport. I instantly recognised the tall
figure standing near to us on the platform and my husband
approached him to introduce ourselves, a remnant of the old
shyness still preventing me from taking the lead! He was not
in my year at school but I knew of him because he was so
good at art, and samples of his work often adorned the walls
of Mr. Woodward’s Art Room.
Sir Roy was utterly charming, and we spoke and reminisced
until our connection arrived. He was most complimentary
about Edmonton County, and I must say that I was in
agreement. It was a very good school.
Although it will be 55 years this July since I left, I know it’s
an old cliché, but it does seem like only yesterday. Thank
you Edmonton County for supporting me during those
important transitional years, from child to adolescent, before
the big leap into the real world of adulthood.

DAVID DAY (D.Day) recalls
Each Newsletter brings back more memories and anecdotes,
and I was delighted to see mention of Kenny Clayton. I often
wondered what happened to Kenny Wilkinson, and now I
know! I had no idea that he had changed his name, or at least
adopted a stage name. I have two anecdotes about Kenny:
The first was during what I think was either our Fifth Form
Christmas Party in December 1951, or our leaving party in
July 1952, held in the School hall. We had the usual
lemonade and buns and played a couple of games, and it was
a little bit boring. Then Kenny started to play the piano, but I
can’t quite remember if he had any others playing instruments
with him. Anyway, all of a sudden he broke into a furious
jazz number “I wonder where my baby is tonight”. Things
were looking up, but not for long. In stepped ‘Chumps’ and, I
think, ‘Q’, and stopped Kenny playing this outrageous and
depraved rubbish. The party petered out in a total anticlimax.
I met Kenny somewhere a couple of years later and he told
me he was playing piano at the Cat’s Whisker Coffee Bar in
Kingly Street in Soho. I had been
to the 2Is, the first Coffee Bar in
Old Compton Street, where
Tommy Steel and the Vipers
started, but never to the Cat’s
Whisker. Kenny invited me along,
and I was keen to see the place
where Hand Jive was invented. It
was great, and I learned all of the
moves. Kenny was brilliant and I
had a really enjoyable evening. The snag was that Kenny had
been invited on to a party somewhere else and I was not
included.
When I got back to Piccadilly Circus I found that I had
missed the last tube train. I had to hang around the area until
the first train at 7 a.m. I saw plenty of sights that night that
would have outraged ‘Chumps’ and ‘Q’ far more than a bit of
jazz piano. I never saw Kenny again.

L. to R: Robert Long, Pat Long (Rainbird), Marjorie Vale
(Webber), John Vale.
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There is a good video on ‘You Tube’ of the Kenny Clayton
Trio: http://youtube.com/watch?v=2EeBvSr35R8.

Just in from Arthur Spencer
(1945-1952)
With regard to the items in the June Newsletter, Eric James’
article prompts recall of him in my early days at E.C.S.
Eric played the violin in mini-concerts held on occasional
Friday musical afternoons. I know that he was in one of the
major dramatic achievements of my time at E.C.S., the
production of Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, produced around
1946. A copy of the cast photo has been archived, but it is
not clear enough for inclusion in the Newsletter.
Other significant productions were Midsummer Night’s
Dream in 1951 and the production of an abridged version of
the play Le Barbier de Seville, around 1950.
Valerie Mantle recalls the French playlet which was
performed, I believe, at both the Senior and Junior
Speech Days in 1949—but with a slightly
different cast in each. I took the role of Monsieur
le Maire … and I had the additional job of
explaining to the audience what the whole thing
was about. I did this in an accent reminiscent of
the then popular French star Maurice Chevalier.
While on the entertainment theme, many may have seen the
‘Who do you think you are’ programme featuring Bruce
Forsyth. His cousin, Alan Johnson (1945-50) was described
as the family genealogist. He and his older sister Betty were
both at E.C.S. The Forsyths are an old established Edmonton
family, Bruce having been at Latymer.

Whilst writing I am enclosing an article I have
written about school in the 40’s. Perhaps other Old
Scholars may be interested. I have called it:

This is the Class of 1945
I was one of that group of 96 starting at E.C.S. in September
1945. We were the first ‘freebies’, though that word had
probably not yet been invented! Before then, fees are
reported to have been 2 guineas per term, but I understand
that many of our predecessors received grants of some kind.
World War II had finished in the August and the world was at
peace—for a short while! The 1944 Education Act (the socalled Butler reforms) had set out the pattern of school
education for the immediate future—secondary education for
all: Grammar Schools, Secondary Technical Schools and
Secondary Moderns. All were non-fee paying, a big step
forward. Edmonton had two Grammar Schools—E.C.S. and
Latymer, and there was also the Higher Grade School in
Wilbury Way, Upper Edmonton. The latter was unusual in
being a midway school between the Secondary Modern and
the Grammar, and several pupils did switch to E.C.S. from
there. (The three boroughs now merged into Enfield were
independent until 1967, but all had their own Grammar
Schools in 1945).
Early in the year we had all taken the so-called Scholarship
Exam, the allegedly socially divisive and feared exam later
known as the 11-plus, either at the first school of our choice
or, in the case of the many still evacuated children, by
arrangements in their then school. This was a three part
exam; ‘Sums’, English Language and Intelligence Test. I was
sure that I had failed due to all the careless errors that I had
made!

Primary schools were all single sex at that time, and to my
amazement I was one of a group of about 9 boys who had
‘passed’ from around 80 eligible—a rate of perhaps 10%. 4
elected to go to Latymer, 2 of us went to the E.C.S. and 3
went to other choices outside the borough in Enfield,
Tottenham and Hornsey.
I well remember the first day when we were placed in our
respective classes! It soon became apparent that many knew
each other, having originated in Raglan School. This may
have reflected the W to E social stratification of the borough.
Perhaps, because of public transport services, the intake at
Latymer, twice that of E.C.S., attracted pupils from the east
and south of the borough, while E.C.S. drew on a catchment
within Enfield.
When the topic of ‘Social Class’ crops up at our reunion
lunches it is rare that feelings of a significant consciousness
of background or differences in family income, etc. are
recalled. The egalitarian society was very much encouraged
through the school uniform system, which endured through
the school until the 6th form. Clothing was still ‘on ration’ in
1945, and I remember complaints about the relatively poor
quality and/or exorbitant price of the ‘nominated supplier’,
Fred Wade on Edmonton Broadway!
New entrants were streamed, presumably according to the
entrance exam results, and these classes were maintained for
two years. In 1947 the previous practice of adding ‘L’ (for
those pupils studying a second foreign language– German,
‘S’ (Science) and ‘H’ (Handicraft) was replaced by
combining the first two into one class, with two other classes.
This had the effect that the numbers of pupils who studied
either German or extra science was effectively halved. I
never heard why that move was made. Perhaps this reflects
the increasing recognition of the differing rate of
development between the sexes. My contemporary, Marian
Peterson (née Quartermaine) confirms that “at the 11+ most
authorities used to divide the number of grammar school
places in half … At 11 boys are WAY behind girls and catch
up at speed around 13.” There was certainly a lot of reshuffling the pack at the end of the second year, and possibly
more movements of girls than boys.
More next time

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Wed. 15th Sept.
Wed. 13th Oct.
“

“

“

Committee Meeting.
7.30 for 7.45 p.m.
Upper School.
Lunch get together.
The Plough, Crews
Hill..
A.G.M.

Don’t forget, subs are due on 1st September
Annual £3.00 Joint Annual
5 years £12.50 Joint 5 years
10 years £22.50 Joint 10 years
Life
£30.00 Joint Life

£4.00
£16.50
£30.00
£40.00

Please send your payment to Cliff Wilkins

3 The Hawthorns, Allington Gardens, Allington,
Grantham, Lincs. NG32 2FS.
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and from ALAN FLOOK (1951-1956)
Back in 2005 I was having a ‘phone conversation with Cliff Wilkins, our ECSOSA Secretary. As usual the subject
was cricket, but he then asked me if I had seen the latest ECSOSA magazine. I didn’t even know there was an Old
Boys’ Association and had certainly not seen a magazine.
Only then did I find out that Cliff was an Old Edmontonian, but joined the school at about the time I left. He told me
that a couple of people from my year had been trying to contact me. Within a few days I was back in touch with
people I hadn’t seen for over 40 years—scary. Even scarier was when I attended a little group reunion and was
immediately able to recognise all but one of the people there.
It’s amazing jut how little people’s appearance changes over
such a long time.
This photograph is of:
Back row from the left: Alan Flook, Pete Evans, Dave
Richardson, Steve Black.
Front row: Viola Mason (née Ackhurst), Rosemary Evans,
Terry Haines, Brian Mason, Michael Molyneux
and Meg Brett (née Stiven).
We have kept in touch and have annual get-togethers, the
latest being in June this year at my place. Not marginally
reduced, but most of the group are still pretty active and live
very fulfilling lives. Two of the group now live in Canada,
but managed to plan their trips to England around the date of our get-together. It always amazes me that several of
the group have stunningly good memories for the names of our teachers and schoolmates. I struggle to remember
anyone’s name.
Hopefully this will prompt a few others to make contact with long lost friends and to benefit, as we all do, from the
revived friendship.
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Best wishes
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